Explicit forms of various breathers, including inclined periodic breather, Akhmediev breather, Ma breather and rogue wave solutions, are obtained for the coupled long-wave-short-wave system by using a Hirota two-soliton method with complex frequency and complex wave number. Based on the structures of these breather solutions and figures via computer simulation, the characteristics of various breather solutions are discussed which might provide us with useful information on the dynamics of the relevant physical fields.
Introduction
It is well known that solitary wave solutions of nonlinear evolution equations play an important role in nonlinear science fields, especially in nonlinear physical science, since they can provide much physical information and more insight into the physical aspects of the problem and thus lead to further applications [] . In recent years, rogue waves, as a special type of solitary waves, have triggered much interest in various physical branches. Rogue waves, alternatively called freak or giant waves, were first observed under circumstances of arbitrary depths of the ocean. One always has two or even more times higher amplitude than their surrounding waves and generally they form in a short time for which reason people think that it comes from nowhere [ Now we consider the following coupled long-wave-short-wave system [-]:
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In the above equation, p(x, t) and q(x, t) are the orthogonal components of the envelope of a rapidly varying complex field (the short-wave) representing a transverse wave whose group velocity resonates with the phase velocity of a real field b(x, t) (the long wave) representing a longitudinal wave. The * denotes complex conjugation and ω is an arbitrary real constant. The CLS equations (.) generalize the scalar long-wave-short-wave resonance equations derived by Djordjevic and Redekopp [] for long-wave-short-wave interactions when the more generic nonlinear Schrödinger equation breaks down due to a singularity in the coefficient of the cubic nonlinearity; the dispersion of the short-wave is balanced by the nonlinear interaction of the long wave, while the self-interaction of the short-wave drives the evolution of the long wave. Other studies of long-wave-short-wave interactions include those by Benney [] and Grimshaw [] . The CLS equations (.) are integrable in the sense that they possess an equivalent scattering problem formulation as a Lax pair of commuting differential operators on a subalgebra of sl(). Wright III [] has obtained an auto-Bäklund transformation for plane-wave solutions of a system of coupled long-waveshort-wave equations by using the dressing method. The spatially periodic orbits on a homoclinic manifold of a torus of spatially independent plane waves were constructed by evaluating the auto-Bäklund transformation.
Hirota two-soliton method and various breathers
In this section, we will use the Hirota two-soliton method [, ] to construct our result.
Hirota two-soliton method
Hirota two-soliton method was first proposed by Hirota [] . For a general nonlinear partial differential equation in the form P(u, u t , u x , . . .) = , P is a polynomial in its arguments. By Painlevé analysis, a transformation u = T(f ) is made for some new and unknown function f . By using the above transformation, the original equation can be converted into Hirota's bilinear form,
So the solutions of original partial differential equation can be converted into the solutions of bilinear differential equations. We solve the above bilinear differential equations to get breather wave solutions by using a two-soliton method with the help of MAPLE. Now we make the dependent variable transformation [, ] for the system (.):
where G, H are complex valued functions, F is a real valued function, and b  is a constant. Then the system (.) can be rewritten as the following coupled bilinear differential http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/87 equations for F, G, and H:
where A = (b  -ω) and C is the integration constant. So the system (.) has been bilinearized. Then the solutions of the system (.) can be converted into the solutions of coupled bilinear differential equations (.).
The two-soliton solutions of bilinear differential equations can be expressed in the form
where
are complex numbers and a, p  , q  , δ  , δ  are real numbers. By comparing with the two-wave functions of the multiple exp-function algorithm [] , one concludes that they are the same. In order to obtain the required breather solutions, we consider the case that a i , c i (i = , ) are complex numbers, that is, taking wave numbers and frequencies that are complex,
we can obtain various breathers by restricting the parameters suitably. They can be rewritten in terms of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions. In the following, we report the explicit forms of these breather solutions.
Various breathers of the coupled long-wave-short-wave system

.. Inclined periodic breather
The inclined periodic breather expressions for p, q, b can be expressed in the following form:
under the conditions
Obviously, the parameters δ  , δ  have the following relation:
Some asymptotic behaviors of the obtained solutions can be found. Without loss of generality, we assume that l  >  or k  > , and we obtain from (.)
Obviously, the limit solution (p  e -i(at-θ ) , q  e -i(at-θ ) , b  ) is an exact plane-wave solution of (.). This means that in some limit, t → ±∞ or x → ±∞ or in both, this new solution will approach the original plane-wave solution, up to some phase shift. It is shown that this solution, given by (.), represents a kind of homoclinic solution and meanwhile contains a periodic wave cos ξ whose amplitude periodically oscillates with the evolution of time. So this solution represented by (p, q, b) of (.) is a homoclinic breather solution. The trajectory of these solutions is defined explicitly by
which can be derived from ζ + φ  + r = . So the solution in (.) evolves periodically along the straight line with a certain angle of x axis and t axis. Figure  illustrates the behavior of this inclined periodic breather solution, which is periodic both in space and in time. 
.. Ma breather
To obtain the Ma breather solution, we consider the choice l  =  in (.). In this case, the straight line with the x-axis, that is,
where φ = φ  + r. This solution tends to the plane-wave solution as x → ∞. We depict this solution (.) in Figure  . The plot shows that this solution is periodic with period π l  in t and localized, exponentially decaying in the x direction. This solution which is temporally breathing and spatially oscillating is called a Ma breather.
.. Akhmediev breather
To obtain the Akhmediev breather solution, we consider the choice k  =  in (.). In this case, ζ =  implies that the trajectory equation of these solutions can be expressed as t = . So we can obtain another form of the breather solution which will propagate only in the http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/87 time direction, that is, 
.. Rogue wave
To obtain a rogue wave from an inclined periodic breather, we consider the limit of the inclined periodic breather solution with the choice
The propagation speed of the inclined periodic breather is given by λ. Substituting the above expressions into the inclined periodic breather form, (.) and rogue waves of the coupled long-wave-short-wave system are derived when the periods of the periodic rogue wave go to infinite. Indeed, by letting k  →  in (.), (.) becomes a rational solution
under the following condition:
This solution is nothing but the rogue wave solution of a coupled long-wave-short-wave system which is localized both in space and time. The typical spatial-temporal structure of the rogue wave is shown in is also a rational homoclinic solution and tends to the fixed cycle (p  e -iat , q  e -iat , b  ) as , b) is also a homoclinic rogue wave solution of a coupled long-wave-short-wave system, p, q are bright homoclinic rogue waves and b is a dark (see Figure ) . Moreover, it follows from Figure  that, as time goes to ±∞, this rogue wave develops a localized hump with a peak amplitude of more than three times the non-zero constant background in the intermediate times. It is shown that the rogue wave arises from the non-zero constant background and then disappears into the non-zero constant background again. By comparing with known results [, , ], one finds that they are similar in structure. These solutions distinguish themselves in zero-amplitude points and in a tilted angle (see Figure ) . Obviously, the center of solution (.) is located at a fixed point (, ) on the (x, t) plane, that is, this rogue wave given by (.) reaches its minimum or maximum at fixed center (, ). Indeed, we can obtain a rogue wave with a controllable center under the transformation of coordinate translation t → t + α, x → x + β. In this case, the rogue wave given http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2014/1/87 by (.) reaches its minimum or maximum at point (α, β), which is a controllable center on the (x, t) plane.
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, the Hirota two-soliton method has been applied to the coupled long-waveshort-wave system. Maple was used to compute the inclined periodic breather, Akhmediev breather, Ma breather and rogue wave solutions. Based on the structures of these rogue wave solutions and figures via computer simulation, characteristics of rogue wave solutions are discussed which might provide us with the useful information on the dynamics of the relevant physical fields. Following these ideas in this work, further study may be needed to see whether (.) has another type of specially spatiotemporal structure of the solutions. Moreover, we remark that these exact breather solutions belong to the class of solutions which the multiple exp-function algorithm [] produces. The multiple expfunction algorithm is a generalization of Hirota's method. Recently, the Hirota bilinear method has also been generalized to more general bilinear equations by Ma [] .
